Introduction
Liquid water is of paramount importance for life on Earth. That is why its properties and behaviour have been a subject of scientific investigation for several centuries. 1 It has long been established that liquid water has numerous unusual properties and exhibits anomalous behaviour under a wide range of conditions. Nevertheless, despite extensive research, the underlying physical origins of many of these phenomena remain unclear.
An isolated water molecule in the gas phase has a simple geometry and electronic structure. However, in the liquid phase, each water molecule forms multiple remarkably strong hydrogen bonds (HBs) with its neighbours and, thus, becomes a structural unit of the extended HB network. The complex structure, energetics and dynamics of this fluctuating network determine many anomalous macroscopic properties of liquid water. Therefore, a detailed Kühne is an expert in the development of computational methods for ab-initio molecular dynamics and electronic structure theory, as well as the application of such techniques to investigate relevant questions of Chemistry, Biophysics and Material Sciences.
investigation of elementary molecular processes in the HB networkvibrations, reorientations, diffusion, HB-rearrangements -is crucial for unravelling water mysteries, for a better understanding of its role in nature and, consequently, for its better utilisation in artificial applications.
Experimental investigations of fundamental processes in the HB network at the molecular level have become possible only in the last few decades with the advent of sophisticated spectroscopic probes with femtosecond time resolution. However, even the most advanced spectroscopic techniques measure only the spectroscopic response of the complex system of interconnected water molecules, which is often difficult to interpret in terms of the real-time molecular structures and rearrangements. A recent highly controversial interpretation of the X-ray spectra of liquid water as evidence for its ''chains and rings'' structure 2 is perhaps the most dramatic illustration of the intrinsic ambiguities of spectroscopic analysis.
The inconclusiveness of spectroscopic measurements has made computational modelling an indispensable tool for obtaining intelligible information from intricate experimental data. Ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD), [3] [4] [5] in which the interactions are obtained from accurate electronic structure calculations, has become widespread in computational studies of liquid water. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] However, despite constant advances in high-performance computing, the great computational cost of AIMD still imposes severe constraints on the length and time scales attainable in AIMD simulations. Because of such restrictions the results of calculations often contain finite-size errors and/or statistical uncertainties due to insufficient sampling, the magnitude of which is difficult to estimate accurately. Here, we review a novel computational approach to AIMD that accelerates simulations with hundreds of water molecules such that trajectories as long as a nanosecond can be generated. We demonstrate that this new approach, which combines the advantages of both Car-Parrinello and Born-Oppenheimer molecular dynamics (MD), allows us to predict the properties of liquid water which are difficult to obtain with less efficient conventional AIMD methods.
The thermodynamics and kinetics of elementary processes in the HB network of liquid water are inextricably connected to the strength of interactions between water molecules. Therefore, in addition to computationally efficient algorithms, there is considerable interest in developing accurate electronic structure methods, which provide physical insight into the nature of interactions that determine the strength of hydrogen bonding. In this review, we discuss a recently developed energy decomposition technique, based on absolutely localized molecular orbitals (ALMOs), and its applications to water clusters that reveal an interesting and somewhat unexpected view of the electronic origins of hydrogen bonding. We also show how the combined application of the novel AIMD and energy decomposition methods help to address controversial questions related to the symmetry and order of the HB in liquid water.
Computational methods

Second-generation Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics
Until recently, ab initio MD has mostly relied on two general approaches: Born-Oppenheimer MD (BOMD) and Car-Parrinello MD (CPMD), each with its advantages and shortcomings. In BOMD, the total energy of a system determined by an arbitrary electronic structure method is fully minimized for each MD time step, which renders this approach computationally rather expensive. By contrast, the CPMD 3, 12 approach bypasses the expensive iterative minimization by considering the electronic degrees of freedom as classical time-dependent fields with a fictitious mass and a suitably designed electron-ion dynamics for their propagation. The chosen fictitious mass has to be small enough that the electronic and nuclear subsystems are adiabatically separated, which causes the electrons to follow the nuclei very close to their instantaneous electronic ground state. 13 However, the maximum permissible integration time step in CPMD scales as the square root of the fictitious mass and therefore has to be significantly smaller than that of BOMD, thus limiting the attainable simulation timescales.
The recently developed second-generation CPMD method combines the best of both approaches by retaining the large integration time steps of BOMD and, at the same time, preserving the efficiency of CPMD. 14 To that extent, the original fictitious Newtonian dynamics of CPMD is substituted by an improved coupled electron-ion dynamics that keeps the electrons very close to the Born-Oppenheimer surface and does not require an additional fictitious mass parameter. The superior efficiency of this new approach, which, depending on the system, varies between one to two orders of magnitude, has been demonstrated for a large variety of different systems. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] 2.1.1 Propagation of the electronic degrees of freedom. Within mean-field electronic structure methods, such as Hartree-Fock and Kohn-Sham density functional theory (DFT), the electronic wave function is described by a set of occupied molecular orbitals (MOs) |c i i or by an associated idempotent one-electron density operator r ¼ P
In the present method, the propagation of the electronic degrees of freedom is achieved by adapting the predictor-corrector integrator of Kolafa 23, 24 to the electronic structure problem. Firstly, the predicted MOs at time t n are constructed in terms of the electronic degrees of freedom from the K previous MD steps:
Secondly, the orbitals are corrected by performing a single step |dc p i (t n )i along the preconditioned electronic gradient direction computed with the orbital transformation method. 25 This leads to the final updated orbitals:
where o ¼ K 2K À 1 and K Z 2.
The second-generation CPMD method avoids the selfconsistency cycle entirely and obviates the need for the computational expensive diagonalization step, replacing it with a single preconditioned gradient calculation. The electron propagation scheme is rather accurate and time reversible up to O(Dt 2KÀ2 ), where Dt is the integration time step. It keeps the electronic degrees of freedom very close to the instantaneous ground-state and allows for Dt to be as large as in BOMD.
2.1.2 Energy functional and nuclear forces. The total energy E PC [r p ] is evaluated from both predicted and corrected orbitals and in the case of DFT represents an approximation to the Harris-Foulkes functional: 26, 27 
where r p (r) is the predicted electron density associated with |c p i (t n )i, Ĥ [r p ] is the effective Hamiltonian operator, v XC [r p ] the exchange-correlation (XC) potential, whereas E XC [r p ] and E II are the XC energy and the nuclear Coulomb interaction, respectively.
The nuclear forces are computed by evaluating the analytic energy gradient F PC I = Àr R I E PC [r p ]. However, since Dr r À r p a 0, the usual Hellmann-Feynman 28 and Pulay forces 29 have to be augmented by the following extra term:
where v H [r p ] is the Hartree potential, while r is the corrected density that corresponds to |c i (t n )i.
Modified Langevin equation.
Despite the close proximity of the electronic degrees of freedom to the instantaneous ground-state, the presented propagation scheme introduces a small dissipative energy drift during long MD runs. However, it is possible to correct for the dissipation by devising a modified Langevin equation that in its general form reads as:
where M I are the nuclear masses, R I the nuclear coordinates (the dot denotes time derivative), F BO I the exact but unknown Born-Oppenheimer forces, g a damping coefficient, and N I an additive white noise, which must obey the fluctuation-dissipation theorem hN I (0)N I (t)i = 2gk B TM I d(t) in order to sample the canonical distribution.
Presuming that the energy is exponentially decaying, which had been shown to be an excellent assumption, 12, 14, 30 it is possible to rigorously correct for the dissipation, by modeling the nuclear forces arising from our dynamics as:
where g D is an intrinsic, yet unknown damping coefficient to mimic the dissipation. By substituting eqn (6) into eqn (5) the following modified Langevin-like equation is obtained:
In other words, if one knew the unknown value of g D it would nevertheless be possible to guarantee an exact canonical sampling of the Boltzmann distribution (in spite of the dissipation) by simply augmenting eqn (6) with N I according to the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. Fortunately, the intrinsic value of g D does not need to be known a priori. It can be determined in a preliminary run using a Berendsen-like algorithm 31 in such a way that eventually the equipartition theorem h 1 2 M I : 32 Although this can be somewhat laborious, once g D is determined very long and accurate simulations can be routinely performed at a greatly reduced computational cost.
2.2
Decomposition analysis based on absolutely localized molecular orbitals 2.2.1 Energy decomposition analysis. One of the most powerful techniques that modern first-principle electronic structure methods provide to study and analyse the intermolecular bonding is the decomposition of the total molecular binding energy into physically meaningful components. Such methods have shown that the HB is a result of the delicate interplay between weak dispersive forces, electrostatic effects (e.g. charge-charge, charge-dipole and charge-induced dipole interactions) and donor-acceptor type orbital (i.e. covalent) interactions between water molecules. The extent of the different modes of interactions determines the strength of the HBs in water clusters and condensed phases and, consequently, all their physical properties.
The need for physically reasonable and quantitatively useful values of the energy components has resulted in numerous decomposition schemes which have been proposed since the early years of theoretical chemistry. [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] In this review, we discuss a novel energy decomposition analysis scheme based on absolutely localized molecular orbitals (ALMO EDA). 47, 48 Unlike conventional MOs, which are generally delocalized over all molecules in the system, ALMOs are expanded in terms of the atomic orbitals of only a given molecule. [49] [50] [51] [52] Although ALMOs were originally used to speed up the calculation of SCF energies for large ensembles of molecules, 52 they are now widely used in energy decomposition analysis (EDA). [46] [47] [48] It should be mentioned that since the introduction of ALMO EDA, 47 ALMO-based decomposition methods have been extended to many-determinant wave functions. 53 Nevertheless, the application of the most recent approach to water is still very limited and here we focus on the decomposition procedure based on the mean-field methods such as Hartree-Fock and density functional theory.
ALMO EDA separates the total interaction energy of molecules (DE TOT ) into a frozen density component (FRZ), as well as polarization (POL) and electron delocalization (DEL) terms
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where E(R x ) is the energy of the isolated molecule x with its nuclei fixed at the geometry that it has in the system. R FRZ is the density matrix of the system constructed from the unrelaxed MOs of the isolated molecules. The polarization energy is defined as the energy lowering due to the intramolecular relaxation of each molecule's ALMOs in the field of all other molecules in the system. The intramolecular relaxation is constrained to include only variations that keep MOs localized on their molecules, i.e.
where R POL is the density matrix constructed from the fully optimized (polarized) ALMOs. That is, the R POL state is the lowest energy state that can be constructed from completely localized MOs. ALMOs are not orthogonal from one molecule to the next and, therefore, the minimization of the electronic energy as a function of the ALMO coefficients differs from conventional SCF methods. Mathematical and algorithmic details of the self-consistent field procedure for finding the polarized state R POL have been described by many authors. [49] [50] [51] [52] The remaining portion of the total interaction energy, the electron delocalization (DEL) or charge-transfer (CT) energy term, is calculated as the energy difference between the state formed from the polarized ALMOs (R POL ) and the state constructed from the fully optimized delocalized MOs (R SCF ). Thus,
where DE DEL includes the energy lowering due to electron transfer from the occupied ALMOs on one molecule to the virtual orbitals of another molecule, as well as the further energy change caused by induction (or repolarization) that accompanies such an occupied-virtual orbital mixing. Therefore, DE DEL is further decomposed into the occupied-virtual forward-and back-donation components for each pair of molecules, plus the higher order (HO) induction energy:
DE HO is generally small and cannot be naturally divided into two-body terms.
Charge transfer analysis.
In addition to the energy decomposition, ALMOs have been used to measure the amount of electron density transferred between molecules. 48 The intermolecular CT in such a charge transfer analysis (ALMO CTA), DQ DEL , is defined as the change in the electron density from the polarized R POL state to the fully converged state R SCF . This definition is well-justified because, according to the Mulliken analysis, the ALMO constraint explicitly excludes CT between molecules, making R POL the ''zero-CT'' state with the lowest energy.
In agreement with ALMO EDA, DQ DEL includes the charge transfer due to occupied-virtual mixing (DQ x-y ) and the accompanying higher order relaxation terms (DQ HO ):
Thus, the intermolecular charge transfer terms in ALMO CTA have corresponding well-defined energies of stabilization calculated by ALMO EDA. 2.2.3 Significant complementary occupied-virtual pairs. In addition to quantifying the amount and energetics of intermolecular charge transfer, it is often useful to have a simple description of orbital interactions between molecules. The polarized ALMOs do not directly show which occupied-virtual orbital pairs are the most important in forming intermolecular bonds. That is, in general there are no occupied-virtual pairs in this basis set that can be neglected. However, orbital rotations within the occupied subset and within the virtual subset of a molecule leave DE x-y and DQ x-y unchanged. This freedom can be used to find new sets of orbitals for x and y, in which charge transfer from x to y is described as each occupied orbital on x donating electrons to only one (complementary) virtual orbital on y. Such orbitals are called complementary occupied-virtual pairs (COVPs). 48 Construction of the COVPs greatly simplifies the picture of intermolecular orbital interactions since they form a ''chemist's basis set'' for a conceptual description of bonding in terms of just a few localized orbitals. As we demonstrate below, COVPs provide an alternative and somewhat unconventional view of hydrogen bonding in the water dimer.
2.2.4 Computational details and implementation. Besides the implementation of ALMO EDA and CTA in the Q-Chem program package, 54 we have also generalized this methodology to periodic condensed phase systems within the CP2K suite of programs. 55, 56 The variational optimization of the occupied ALMOs is performed using the locally projected SCF method. 50, 52 The definition of the ALMOs and the polarization energy relies on an underlying basis set that is partitioned amongst the fragments. Gaussian AO basis sets in both packages are ideal in this regard, and give well-defined polarization energies as long as there are no linear dependences. In the linearly dependent limit, where the basis functions on one fragment can exactly mimic functions on another fragment, this ceases to be the case. 36 This is not an issue for the AO basis sets used routinely in quantum chemistry and AIMD simulations. 57 In addition to the occupied ALMOs, the locally projected SCF method yields a set of non-redundant linearly independent virtual ALMOs. After the SCF procedure is converged, the occupied subspace is projected out from the virtual ALMOs to ensure strong orthogonality of the subspaces. The energy lowering due to electron transfer from the occupied ALMOs on molecule x to the virtual orbitals of molecule y in eqn (12) is a quasi-perturbative energy correction 52, 58, 59 that can be expressed as:
where F xi ya is the contravariant-covariant representation of the Fock operator built from the converged ALMOs and X ya xi is the amplitude corresponding to the electron transfer (excitation) from the converged absolutely localized occupied orbital i on fragment x to the virtual orbital a on fragment y. The variational nature of the polarized ALMOs guarantees that the energy term within a molecule is zero, DE x-x = 0.
The corresponding amount of charged transferred from x to y (eqn (13) ) is expressed as: 48
The amplitudes X ya xi are obtained by solving a quadratic equation 59 using the preconditioned conjugate gradient method:
The total energy lowering due to the occupied-virtual mixing P
x;y DE x!y is equivalent to the result obtained by a single Fock matrix diagonalization. 52, 58 The DE HO term is introduced to recover the small difference between this energy and the fully converged SCF result. It is important to note that special care must be taken to remove the basis set superposition error (BSSE) from the interaction energies and their components. The BSSE is not introduced when calculating frozen density and polarization energy contributions because constrained ALMO optimization prevents electrons on one molecule from borrowing the AOs of other molecules to compensate for the incompleteness of their own AOs. However, the BSSE enters the charge transfer terms since both the BSSE and charge transfer result from the same physical phenomenon of delocalization of fragment MOs. Therefore, these terms are inseparable from each other when finite Gaussian basis sets are used to describe fragments at finite spatial separation. It has been demonstrated that the BSSE decreases faster than charge transfer effects with increasing quality of the basis set. 52, 60, 61 Therefore, the use of medium and large localized Gaussian basis sets (without linear dependencies) make the BSSE component of the interaction energy negligibly small. The BSSE associated with each forward-and back-donation term DE x-y can be corrected individually, as shown in ref. 47 and 48.
2.2.5 Features of the ALMO decomposition methods. ALMO EDA is conceptually similar to long-established decomposition methods, such as the Morokuma analysis, 35 but includes several important novel features described below.
Unlike earlier decomposition methods, [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] ALMO EDA and CTA treat the polarization term in a variationally optimal way. Therefore, CT effects (i.e. effects due to intermolecular electron delocalization) cannot be over-or underestimated.
The CT term can be decomposed into forward-donation and back-bonding contributions for each pair of molecules in the systems.
The ALMO charge transfer scale is such that all terms have well defined energetic effects. In contrast, population analysis methods include not only the true CT, but also large contaminating charge overlap effects. 48 COVPs constructed from canonical ALMOs provide a compact and chemically intuitive description of electron transfer between the molecules.
The ALMO method in the CP2K package is currently the only decomposition scheme for condensed matter systems. CP2K relies on the mixed Gaussian and plane wave representation of electrons, 62 which makes it uniquely suited for performing ALMO calculations for periodic systems. In CP2K, the localized atom-centered Gaussian basis sets are used for the construction of ALMOs, whereas plane waves ensure the computational efficiency in large-scale calculations of the Hartree and XC potentials for periodic systems.
Physical nature of hydrogen bonding in the water dimer
Hydrogen bonding is central to all aqueous systems ranging from water nanoclusters and microsolvated ions to bulk water and solvated biomolecules. [63] [64] [65] Despite numerous experimental and theoretical studies, [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] the physical nature of hydrogen bonding is still under debate. One issue is the degree of covalency in the hydrogen bonding, which is determined by the extent of intermolecular electron delocalization or CT. [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] Natural bond orbital (NBO) 77 and natural EDA 40 suggest that CT is predominant 41, 42, 78 because if CT is neglected, NBO analysis shows no binding at the water dimer equilibrium geometry. However, other earlier decomposition methods [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] estimated that CT contributes only around 20% of the overall binding energy. 36, 37, 79 The extent of CT has practical significance for aqueous molecular dynamics simulations, where models based on purely electrostatic potentials (e.g. Coulomb perhaps with polarizability plus Lennard-Jones) seem to be very successful in reproducing many of the structural and thermodynamic properties of water. 80, 81 However, the failure of classical molecular dynamics simulations to reproduce the controversial ''chains and rings'' structure of liquid water, inferred from recent X-ray absorption and X-ray Raman scattering experiments, 2 has generated questions about the reliability of existing water potentials. 2, 78, 82 This fact, combined with the predominantly CT character of the hydrogen bonding suggested by NBO, has led to proposals to incorporate CT effects into empirical water potentials. 78 In this section, we review the role of intermolecular CT effects in the simplest water cluster -the water dimeruncovered with ALMO EDA and CTA. 83 Accurate separation of polarization effects from CT is essential to determine the amount of covalency in the hydrogen bonding. A variationally optimal treatment of polarization makes ALMO EDA and CTA ideal for this purpose.
Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2013, 15, 15746--15766 15751 3.1 Energy decomposition and charge transfer analysis of the hydrogen bond in the water dimer 3.1.1 Energetic components of the hydrogen bond stabilization. The relative position of the molecules in the water dimer with C s symmetry is described by three parameters shown in Fig. 1A . The structure of the dimer was optimized at the MP2/aug-cc-pVQZ level and is characterized by a = 1721, Y = 1271, and R OH = 1.94 Å. As mentioned above, the ALMO decomposition analysis is presently limited to single determinant wave functions. Therefore, ALMO EDA was applied to wave functions calculated at the Hartree-Fock and DFT level using a series of local density approximation (LDA), generalized gradient approximation (GGA), hybrid and meta-hybrid XC functionals ( Table 1) .
The decomposition of the Hartree-Fock energy produces results similar to the earlier decomposition methods, but gives a somewhat larger charge transfer contribution (Table 1) . According to ALMO EDA, charge transfer accounts for 27% of the total Hartree-Fock binding energy at the equilibrium geometry. The relative contribution of the energy terms varies strongly with the position of the molecules in the water dimer. Fig. 2 shows the dependence of the Hartree-Fock BSSE corrected energy and its ALMO decomposition on the distance between the water molecules (R OH is varied and all other internal coordinates remain fixed at their MP2/aug-cc-pVQZ values). The frozen density component increases significantly and becomes repulsive as the molecules get closer. At the same time, stabilization due to polarization and charge transfer increases upon the closer contact, but not strongly enough to compensate for the electron density repulsion. The stabilizing contribution of charge transfer and polarization decreases rapidly with the increase of the intermolecular distance and, at R OH > 3 Å, the interaction energy can be accurately approximated by the frozen density term alone.
When Kohn-Sham DFT is used instead of the Hartree-Fock method ( Table 1) , all energy terms change because of modification of the exchange and addition of the correlation terms into the mean-field Hamiltonian. The delocalization effect becomes more pronounced for the density functional methods and in some cases the charge transfer term increases to B45% of the overall binding energy at the equilibrium geometry. This observation is consistent with the tendency of modern density functionals to underestimate the HOMO-LUMO gap, 92, 93 which in the water dimer case, manifests itself in a larger charge transfer energy. Although the relative contribution of the three energy components somewhat depends on the XC functional Table 1 The decomposition analysis results are reported for an LDA (SVWN 84, 85 ), three GGA (BP86 86,87 , PW91 88 ), a hybrid (B3LYP 89, 90 ) and a meta-hybrid XC functional (BMK 91 ), as well as for the Hartree-Fock wave function. All terms are BSSE corrected and the aug-cc-pVQZ basis set is used. Reproduced from ref. 83 Scale a D -electron-donor (proton-acceptor), A -electron-acceptor (proton-donor). b Remaining CT includes intramolecular terms as well as the higher order relaxation term. c BSSE corrected MP2/aug-cc-pVQZ total interaction energy is À20.6 kJ mol À1 . d Contribution of COVP 1 is given as percent of D-A. chosen (just as the total binding energies do), the main qualitative description of hydrogen bonding remains the same for all commonly used XC functionals. Table 1 shows that all three energy components (frozen density, polarization, and charge-transfer) are important for the energetic stabilization of the dimer at its equilibrium geometry. We, therefore, conclude that the NBO approach significantly overestimates CT due to the non-variational treatment of the reference ''zero-CT'' electronic state. Calculations using a large aug-cc-pVQZ basis set show that CT contributes around one third of the overall binding energy, of which approximately 95% is from the proton acceptor to the proton donor. The same effect is observed on the charge scale, indicating a direct correspondence between electron redistribution and the energy of CT interactions. Further in this section, we will discuss the results obtained with the B3LYP XC functional. This functional most closely reproduces more accurate MP2 water dimer binding energies of the various XC functionals that we tried ( Table 1 ). The computationally less demanding BLYP XC functional will be used to perform ALMO analysis of CT in liquid water. A detailed discussion of the performance of popular density functionals for describing HB between water molecules can be found in ref. 94-96. 3.1.2 The role of electron transfer in hydrogen bonding. The results of the B3LYP ALMO decomposition analysis are presented in Table 2 , which shows that the energy and charge components rapidly converge as the quality of the local basis set increases, indicating the high stability of the ALMO decomposition. All CT terms presented here are BSSE corrected. The BSSE is presented in Table 2 to show the degree of basis set completeness. The very small values of BSSE suggest that the aug-cc-pVQZ and aug-cc-pV5Z basis sets are effectively complete for the present purpose.
The total electron density transfer calculated with ALMO CTA is just a few milli-electrons (2.3 me À at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pV5Z level). This result is an order of magnitude smaller than the CT calculated with the Mulliken, Löwdin and natural population analysis (PA) methods (Table 3) . [97] [98] [99] This discrepancy arises largely from the different meaning assigned to CT in ALMO CTA and PA techniques. ALMO CTA measures CT as the degree of electron relaxation from the optimal polarized (pre-CT) state to the delocalized state. By contrast, PA methods include not only the true CT, but also the separate and, in this case, larger effect of partitioning the charge distribution of the polarized pre-CT state (for a detailed comparison see ref. 48 ). Thus, the key advantage of the ALMO CTA approach is that it shows the electron transfer associated with an energy lowering due to dative interactions: just a few milli-electrons.
It may seem remarkable that so little CT can stabilize the HB by 6.5 kJ mol À1 (equivalent to 32 eV per electron), but this estimate is consistent with simple estimates from perturbation theory. The CT energy is a second order correction to the energy of the polarized system, and is proportional to
F ad is the CT energy coupling between donating orbital d and accepting orbital a, while e i is the energy of orbital i. The DQ term, however, is proportional to F ad 2 e a À e d ð Þ 2 . Therefore, the CT energy per electron is related to the effective energy gap between donating and accepting orbitals e a À e d . The B3LYP/ aug-cc-pV5Z energy gap between the donating and accepting orbitals in the water dimer lies between 10 and 40 eV. The individual contributions of the HOMO-LUMO pairs to the effective gap are higher than those of the higher-lying virtuals. Nevertheless, the combined contribution of the high-energy virtuals is also significant because there are so many of them (virtual orbitals in such a big basis set practically form a continuum of states). Thus, a value of 32 eV for the effective d -a gap for CT between water molecules in the dimer at the equilibrium geometry is entirely reasonable (compare to the unphysical estimate of the effective gap of less than 5 eV obtained with the PA methods).
3.1.3 Orbital representation of donor-acceptor interactions. COVPs let us visualize CT effects and provide additional insight into the nature of hydrogen bonding. In the water dimer, only one COVP is significant, and recovers 96-97% of the overall transfer from the proton acceptor to the proton donor on the energy and charge scales ( Table 2 ). The remaining CT in this direction can be attributed to the four remaining COVPs, none of which exceeds 3% of the overall transfer. The shapes of the occupied and the virtual orbitals of the main COVP are shown in Fig. 3 (Y = 1271). The virtual orbital resembles the O-H antibonding orbital, s OH *, of the electron accepting molecule. This is consistent with oxygen atom lone pairs donating electron density to the anti-bonding orbitals of the other molecule. However, the shape of the donating orbital is somewhat unexpected because it does not resemble an sp 3 -hybridised lone pair. a D -electron-donor (proton-acceptor), A -electron-acceptor (protondonor). b Remaining CT includes intramolecular terms as well as the higher order relaxation term. c MP2 interaction energies are À18.3, À19.8, and À20.6 kJ mol À1 for Y = D, T, Q, respectively. d Contribution of COVP 1 is given as percent of D -A. sp 3 -hybrids play an important role in predicting geometries of gas-phase water molecules and direction of HBs in ice phases. Furthermore, sp 3 -hybridised lone pairs on the O atom have become a commonly accepted way to visualize the electronic structure of water molecules and are the basis for the fivepoint molecular models (e.g. TIP5P) widely used in classical molecular dynamics simulations. 81 However, the total electron density, a true physical observable, is invariant to unitary transformations between orbitals within occupied and within virtual subspaces. Therefore, molecular orbitals are just a convenient mathematical construction, they are not unique and can be fixed by an appropriately selected criterion. The commonly used criteria include well-defined ionization energy (giving canonical orbitals, Fig. 4 ), maximal localization (giving sp 3 lone pairs), or the most compact representation of CT effects (giving the COVP shown in Fig. 3 ). The COVP is best suited for studying donor-acceptor interactions, and the form of the optimal donor and acceptor orbitals can be understood as a compromise between high energy and good interaction with the acceptor. In this regard, the optimal acceptor orbital of Fig. 3 bears almost no resemblance to the low-lying canonical virtual orbitals of Fig. 4 , consistent with the effective d-a gap being far larger than the HOMO-LUMO gap. The occupied (donating) orbital is mostly a linear combination of 3a 1 and 1b 1 canonical orbitals ( Fig. 4 ) that are the two highest lying orbitals of the electron donating water molecule. A small CT contribution from the 2a 1 canonical orbital of the donating molecule is reasonable given that its low energy makes it a poor donor. This simple argument explains the form of the donating orbital in the water dimer complex (Fig. 3, Y = 1271 ).
Further support for this interpretation comes from Fig. 5 , which shows the dependence of the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVQZ BSSE corrected energy and its ALMO decomposition on the orientation of the water molecules (Y is varied and all other internal coordinates remain fixed at their MP2/aug-cc-pVQZ values). The CT energy does not maximize around tetrahedral coordination (Y = 1271). The energy lowering due to the most significant COVP changes remarkably little from À4.9 kJ mol À1 for Y = 1801 to À7.7 kJ mol À1 for Y = 501. From Fig. 3 , the donor orbital does not rotate with the water molecule but stays directed towards the electron accepting molecule, unlike an sp 3 lone pair. The principal donor orbital thus changes with rotation to optimize the coupling with the complementary s OH * virtual acceptor orbital, thereby explaining the weak dependence of the CT energy on Y.
It is interesting to consider HBs that involve bifurcated interactions. Y = 1791 corresponds to an OH bond interacting with two sp 3 lone pairs, which represent a bifurcated proton donor in the traditional picture (see the cartoon in Fig. 1B) . However, the CT contribution to H-bonding still involves only one donating orbital, as shown in Fig. 3 and the cartoon in Fig. 1C . The reduction in CT energy reflects at Y = 1791 a greater contribution of the lower energy 3a 1 orbital and a decreased contribution of the highest occupied 1b 1 orbital of the donor molecule. In fact, the CT energy dependence on Y can be well represented as a linear combination of CT from these two orbitals by a simple equation (the dashed line in Fig. 5) : The shape of the FRZ curve can be explained in purely electrostatic terms. The dotted line in Fig. 5 represents the interaction energy of point charges placed at the position of the nuclei in the dimer (À1.0e À and +0.5e À charges replace O and H atoms correspondingly) and is given by the equation:
The constant in the equation is included to capture effects that are essentially independent of Y such as polarization and exchange. Therefore, the position of the minimum on the total energy curve at Y = 1271 is determined by combination of both electrostatic and charge transfer interactions.
In the case of a bifurcated proton acceptor ( Fig. 1D and 6 ), the description of HB changes qualitatively. The CT term becomes very small due to poor interactions and has significant contributions from two COVPs -the symmetric (3a 1 canonical orbital) and anti-symmetric (1b 1 canonical orbital) ( Fig. 4  and 6 ). This reflects the availability of two acceptor anti-bonding s OH * (symmetric 4a 1 and anti-symmetric 2b 2 ) orbitals in the vicinity of the electron donating molecule. It is certain that the donating orbitals will change their shape and orientation in larger water clusters and bulk liquid water according to the local environment.
3.1.4 Summary. ALMO energy decomposition and charge transfer analysis is a promising method to study hydrogen bonding between water molecules using density functional theory. It shows that although electron delocalization effects play an important role in hydrogen bonding they are not solely responsible for the energetic stabilization of the water dimer. The contributions of frozen density interactions and polarization are not less significant than that of CT, unlike some earlier work. 41, 42, 78 ALMO CTA demonstrates that the amount of intermolecular CT is in the order of few milli-electrons, which is much smaller than has been inferred from population analyses. It also shows that CT is fairly insensitive to intermolecular rotation of the water molecules. This helps to account for the success of empirical potentials that do not include charge transfer explicitly. Furthermore, COVPs provide a new view of the electron donating orbital in the water dimer.
Unlike rigid sp 3 lone pairs, the COVP donor changes its orientation according to the relative positions of the two molecules. A single p-like lone pair is usually the dominant donor, although at the geometry of a bifurcated HB, the CT contribution becomes small and two donor orbitals contribute.
3.1.5 Further applications of ALMO EDA to water clusters. ALMO EDA has been applied to investigate the importance of charge transfer effects for the vibrational spectrum of the water dimer. 100 Comparing the vibrational spectra calculated with and without the charge-transfer shows that electron delocalization has a very large effect on the vibrational frequency and intensity associated with the stretch of the donated OH bond, while its effect on the other vibrational modes is small. 100 Further applications of ALMO EDA to water clusters include a recent study of HB in trimer, tetramer, pentamer, 13-er, and 17-er. 96 The decomposition of the two-three-and higher-body interaction energies into the frozen-density, polarization and charge-transfer components has revealed several interesting trends that provide additional physical justification for the standard practice of not explicitly including charge transfer into water force fields. ALMO EDA has also been used, in combination with other decomposition schemes, to gain insight into the performance of several popular density functionals for describing interactions between water molecules. 95 4 Liquid water
Structural and dynamical properties of liquid water
Despite the ongoing development of new simulation techniques, an accurate modelling of liquid water still represents a major challenge. The accuracy of AIMD simulations has often to be sacrificed to reduce their computational burden. Therefore, various physical effects such as van der Waals interactions between molecules and the quantum behaviour of nuclei have to be reproduced only approximately or even completely neglected. In addition, the high computational cost of AIMD imposes severe restrictions on the size of a model system and time length of the simulations, thus introducing additional finite-size errors and statistical uncertainties into the properties calculated. [101] [102] [103] [104] [105] [106] [107] [108] [109] In this section, we review a recent application of the secondgeneration CPMD method to liquid water 110 to show how its computational efficiency can be used to assess the magnitude of errors coming from physical approximations, finite-size effects and insufficient sampling.
4.1.1 Computational details. The largest simulated system consisted of 128 light water molecules in a periodic cubic box of length L = 15.6627 Å, which corresponds to a density of 0.9966 g cm À3 . All simulations were performed at 300 K within the canonical NVT ensemble; the Langevin equation of motion was integrated using the algorithm of Ricci and Ciccotti. 111 The discretized integration time step Dt was set to 0.5 fs, while g D = 8.65 Â 10 À5 fs À1 . The simultaneous propagation of the electronic degrees of freedom proceeded with K = 7, which yields a time reversibility of O(Dt 12 ). At each MD step the corrector was applied only once, which implies just one 
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Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2013, 15, 15746--15766 15755 preconditioned gradient calculation. Due to the fact that the maximum permissible integration time step of liquid water is rather small and moreover exhibits a large band gap, the acceleration relative to an efficient BOMD simulation, using exactly the same code and settings including an effective wave function extrapolation, 55, 112 is smaller than usual for other systems. Nevertheless, a five-fold increase in efficiency has been observed. The deviation from the BO surface, as measured by the preconditioned mean gradient deviation was 10 À5 a.u., which is somewhat larger than typical values used in fully converged BOMD simulations. In spite of that, the present method allows for very accurate AIMD simulations whose results, as shown below, are indistinguishable from fully converged BOMD reference calculations. The Brillouin zone was sampled at the G-point only and, unless stated otherwise, the PBE XC functional has been employed. 113 Separable normconserving pseudopotentials were used to describe the interactions between the valence electrons and the ionic cores. [114] [115] [116] Long and well-equilibrated trajectories were necessary to obtain an accurate sampling. This requirement was made even more stringent by the strong dependence of the translational self-diffusion coefficient on temperature and, in the case of PBE water, on the expected low diffusivity at room temperature. 105, 117 Therefore, in each run, the system was equilibrated for 25 ps and the statistics was accumulated for the successive 250 ps. Finitesize effects are studied by comparing the results of the largest system with equally long runs on 64 and 32 water molecule. Two shorter 25 ps BOMD reference calculations with 128 molecules were carried out using either Newtonian or Langevin dynamics to assess the accuracy of the simulations. The settings for both runs were identical and started from the same well-equilibrated configuration. The influence of the XC functional on the properties calculated was investigated in a series of additional runs using a variety of different semilocal XC functionals. 86, 90, [118] [119] [120] The statistics in each of these reference runs were accumulated for at least 30 ps after an equilibration of 20 ps, resulting in more than 1 ns of AIMD simulations.
All the simulations were performed using the CP2K/Quickstep code, 55, 56 which relies on the mixed Gaussian and plane wave representation of the electronic degrees of freedom. 62 In this approach, the Kohn-Sham (KS) orbitals are expanded in terms of Gaussian orbitals, while a plane wave basis is used for the electron density. Such a dual basis approach combined with advanced multigrid, sparse matrix and screening techniques enables one to achieve an efficient linear-scaling evaluation of the KS matrix. Efforts towards a full linear scaling algorithm are underway. [121] [122] [123] Here, the orbitals were represented by an accurate triple-z basis set with two sets of polarization functions (TZV2P), 57 while a density cutoff of 320 Ry was used for the charge density.
4.1.2 Structural properties. The influence of finite-size effects on the oxygen-oxygen radial distribution function (RDF) g OO (r) is shown in Fig. 7 . It can be seen that the RDF is quickly converging with respect to system size: the g OO (r) for the 64-molecule system coincides within statistical uncertainties with the result of a larger 128-molecule simulation.
The accuracy of the second-generation CPMD can be readily established by comparing the calculated RDFs to the BOMD reference ( Fig. 8 ). While the agreement between these two methods is excellent, they both predict water to be overstructured, which can be seen by comparing the present RDFs with the ones obtained from recent neutron diffraction 124 and X-ray scattering 125 experiments (Fig. 8) . The most pronounced disagreement between the calculated and experimentally derived RDFs is the case of g OH (r), for which the relative heights of the first two intramolecular peaks are reversed. However, the inclusion of nuclear quantum effects, [126] [127] [128] [129] as well as London dispersion forces [130] [131] [132] [133] [134] [135] is expected to improve agreement with experiment. Using either artificially increased temperatures [104] [105] [106] [107] [108] 128 or different XC functionals [101] [102] [103] may also lead to a better agreement with the experimental data.
After verifying that the RDFs are converged with respect to the system size (i.e. finite-size effects are negligible) a series of simulations with commonly used XC functionals were performed. Fig. 9 and Table 4 show that the shapes of the RDFs depend strongly on the particular XC functional, whereas the coordination number for a water molecule as obtained by integrating the RDF curve up to the first minimum remains very close to four for all XC functionals.
Obtaining a meaningful coordination number has important implications for the debate around the structure and symmetry of the HB network in liquid water. The debate stems from an interpretation of the X-ray spectra of water as evidence for a large fraction of molecules (B80%) with broken HBs and a two-fold coordination. To check the validity of this interpretation, their spectroscopically derived HB definition 2 was used to calculate the average number of bonds formed by a water molecule.
The results presented in Table 5 show that the average coordination number depends somewhat on the XC functional and varies between 3.1 (OLYP) to 3.6 (PBE). Given the fact that these results do not change qualitatively upon altering the HB definition, 131, 136, 137 our AIMD simulations support a conventional four-coordinated nearly-tetrahedral view on the structure of liquid water. In the next section, we will analyze the symmetry and average number of HBs using their electronic signatures in addition to the simple geometric criteria utilised here.
4.1.3 Dynamical properties. Compared to the structural properties, the translational diffusion constant is known to exhibit stronger dependence on the size of the simulation box. The former is due to the fact that a diffusing particle entails a hydrodynamic flow, which decays rather slowly as 1/r. In a periodically repeated system this leads to an interference between a single particle and its periodic images. Analysing this effect, Dünweg and Kremer 138 have derived the following relation:
where D(L) is the translational diffusion coefficient calculated for a system with the length of the simulation cell L, Z is the translational shear viscosity, whereas the constant z is equal to 2.837. Fig. 10 shows that the 1/L dependence predicted by eqn (19) holds rather well for the present AIMD simulations, and thus can be used to determine extrapolated values for the translational diffusion coefficient D(N) = 0.789 Â 10 À5 cm 2 s À1 and the shear viscosity coefficient Z = 21.22 Â 10 À4 Pa s. The green circles in Fig. 10 show that applying eqn (19) together with the calculated Z to each value of D(L) leads to estimates of D(N), which are consistent with the extrapolated value. This demonstrates that Z is much less system size dependent than D(N), and that the Stokes-Einstein relation, which predicts an inverse relation between these two quantities, is no longer valid on nanometre scale. Comparison with the experimental values D = 2.395 Â 10 À5 cm 2 s À1 (ref. 139 ) and Z = 8.92 Â 10 À4 Pa s (ref. 140 ) confirms that liquid water as obtained from PBE AIMD simulations is less fluid than real water, albeit still liquid throughout the simulation. Nevertheless, it is expected that taking into account the nuclear quantum effects will lead to better agreement with experiment. 129, [141] [142] [143] [144] [145] [146] The velocity-velocity autocorrelation function for the hydrogen and oxygen atoms, as well as its temporal Fourier transform that represents the vibrational density of states, is shown in Fig. 11 . The latter is of particular interest, since, besides being in excellent agreement with our BOMD reference calculations, it provides information about the dynamics of the HB network in liquid water. In particular, the small shoulder of the peak in the high-frequency oxygen-hydrogen stretching band indicates only an insignificant presence of dangling HBs. This implies that the time-averaged charge distribution in liquid water is mainly symmetric and the coordination is distorted but tetrahedral.
4.1.4 Hydrogen bond kinetics. The kinetics of HB rearrangements is studied using the Luzar-Chandler model, 136 which is able to describe the complex non-exponential relaxation behaviour of HBs with just two rate constants k and k 0 and the following reactive flux correlation function: kðtÞ ¼ À dcðtÞ dt ¼ À hðdh=dtÞ t¼0 ½1 À hðtÞi hhi ¼ kcðtÞ À k 0 nðtÞ; (20) in which c(t) = hh(0)h(t)i/hhi is the HB autocorrelation function,
is unity if the molecules of a selected pair are closer than R = 3.5 Å and zero otherwise, while brackets hÁi denote temporal averages. Thus n(t) represent the number of initially bonded pairs, that are broken at time t while remaining closer than R. The HB population operator h(t) is defined using geometric descriptors from ref. 136 . The HB lifetime is related to k by t HB = k À1 , whereas the HB relaxation time 108 is computed as
The reactive flux correlation function k(t) is non-exponential and monotonically decaying after a period of few librations. A least squares fit of the simulation data obtained with the present AIMD method to eqn (20) yields k = 0.143 ps À1 and k 0 = 0.389 ps À1 , thus t HB = 6.98 ps and t r = 10.25 ps. Compared to the results obtained with empirical potentials, 147 our AIMD values for t HB and t r are both about twice as large, whereas the ratio t r /t HB = 1.47 is very close to the value B1.5 reported by others. 108, 147 In addition to these quantitative differences, c(t) obtained from ab initio simulations decays significantly slower than predicted by the exponential law (Fig. 12) . In fact, we suspect that the decay might be biexponential, which would assume a second linear equation for n(t). Most likely this behavior can be attributed to polarization as well as cooperativity effects, which are supposedly better described by DFT. 4.1.5 Summary and further applications. The computationally efficient second-generation Car-Parrinello method extends AIMD simulations with hundreds of water molecules to the nanosecond timescale. These large-scale simulations allow the re-examination of the contribution of finite-size errors in the calculated structural and dynamical properties of liquid water, as well as the re-assessment of the performance of several commonly used XC functionals. They show that structural and dynamical properties are well-converged and reproducible. It is demonstrated that AIMD simulations with classical nuclei and the PBE XC functional predict water to be overstructured and less fluid than the real water, with a shear viscosity within a factor of three from the experimental value. Given the fact that nuclear quantum effects are not included in the simulations it can be concluded that PBE provides a qualitative realistic model for interactions between water molecules in the liquid phase. In addition to the study reviewed here, the present method has been of great use in a recent investigation of the structure of the water-air interface 131 and for the calculation of absolute thermodynamic functions of liquid water from first-principles. 148 In the future the second-generation CPMD technique can be extended to facilitate AIMD simulations including van der Waals interactions, 130, [132] [133] [134] [135] 149, 150 nuclear quantum effects 126, 128, 129, [141] [142] [143] [144] [145] [146] [151] [152] [153] [154] [155] [156] and those based on hybrid functionals. 134, [157] [158] [159] [160] Potential prospective applications range from computing free-energies [161] [162] [163] [164] [165] to calculating the melting temperature of ice 129, 166 and eventually to determine the phasediagram of liquid water 164, 167, 168 from first-principles.
Electronic signature of the instantaneous asymmetry in the first coordination shell of liquid water
It has long been accepted that the local structure of liquid water at ambient conditions is tetrahedral. [169] [170] [171] Although the thermal motion causes distortions from the perfectly tetrahedral configuration, each molecule in the liquid is bonded, on average, to the four nearest neighbours via two donor and two acceptor bonds. 170 This traditional view is based on results from X-ray and neutron diffraction experiments, 124, 125, 172 vibrational spectroscopy, [173] [174] [175] [176] macroscopic thermodynamics data 170, 171, 177 as well as molecular dynamics simulations. 107, 110, 157, 171, 172, 178 However, as mentioned above, this traditional picture has recently been questioned based on data from the X-ray absorption, X-ray emission and X-ray Raman scattering experiments. 2, [179] [180] [181] The results of these spectroscopic studies have been interpreted as evidence for strong distortions in the HB network with highly asymmetric distribution of water molecules around a central molecule. It has been suggested that a large fraction of molecules form only two strong HBs: one acceptor and one donor bond. 2, [179] [180] [181] [182] [183] However, the ''rings and chains'' structure of liquid water, 2 as well as the inhomogeneous two-state model 179, 184 implied by such an interpretation, have been challenged on many fronts 171, 175, [185] [186] [187] [188] [189] [190] [191] [192] [193] [194] and are a matter of an ongoing debate. 82, 171, 175, [182] [183] [184] [185] [186] [187] [188] [189] [190] [191] [193] [194] [195] [196] [197] [198] [199] In this section, we review a computational study of the energetics and symmetry of local interactions between water molecules in the liquid phase performed with ALMO EDA. 200 As demonstrated for the water dimer, the decomposition of the interaction energy into physically meaningful components provides a deeper insight into the nature and mechanisms of intermolecular bonding than the traditional total-energy electronic structure methods. Applying ALMO EDA to liquid water reveals a significant asymmetry in the strength of the local donor-acceptor contacts. DFT-based AIMD simulations performed using the second-generation Car-Parrinello approach 14, 110 enable us to characterise the geometric origins of the asymmetry, its dynamical behaviour, as well as the mechanism of its relaxation. Furthermore, to address the controversial question of whether it is correct to interpret the X-ray spectra of water in terms of asymmetric structures, we present extensive calculations of its X-ray absorption (XA) spectrum and compare the spectral characteristics of water molecules with different degree of asymmetry.
4.2.1 Computational details. ALMO EDA was performed for the decorrelated configurations collected from a 70 ps piece of the AIMD trajectory generated for the study of structural and dynamical properties described above. The results of the previous section show that PBE provides a realistic description of many important structural and dynamical characteristics of liquid water, including the RDFs, self-diffusion and viscosity coefficients, vibrational spectrum, and HB lifetime. However, the PBE water with the classical description of the nuclei is overstructured and the degree of the network distortion and fraction of broken bonds may be underestimated. Therefore, we have verified that the main conclusions presented here remain valid for MD simulations with quantum nuclei and based on a water model, which rectifies the main shortcomings of the PBE functional (see Supplementary Information in ref. 200) .
The MOs in our ALMO EDA calculations were represented by a triple-z Gaussian basis set with two sets of polarization functions (TZV2P) optimized specifically for molecular systems. 57 A very high density cutoff of 1000 Ry was used to describe the electron density. The XC energy was approximated with the BLYP XC functional, 86, 90 which provides a computationally cheaper alternative to the hybrid B3LYP functional used for water dimer. The Brillouin zone was sampled at the G-point only and separable norm-conserving pseudopotentials were used to describe the interactions between the valence electrons and the ionic cores. [114] [115] [116] Performing ALMO EDA with the HSE06 screened hybrid XC functional 201 gives better description of band gaps and electron delocalization effects than BLYP 17, 202 but does not change the main conclusions presented below (see Supplementary Information in ref. 200 ).
The XA calculations were performed at the oxygen K-edge using the half-core-hole transition potential formalism [203] [204] [205] within all-electron Gaussian augmented plane wave density functional theory. 206, 207 The BLYP XC functional and large basis sets (6-311G** for hydrogen and cc-pVQZ for oxygen atoms) were used to provide an adequate representation of the unoccupied MOs in the vicinity of absorbing atoms. 204 A density cutoff of 320 Ry was used to describe the soft part of the electron density. The onset energies of the absorption spectra were aligned with the first DSCF excitation energy obtained for each oxygen atom from a separate calculation with the same setup. The spectral intensities were calculated as transition moment integrals in the velocity form. To mimic the This journal is c the Owner Societies 2013
Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2013, 15, 15746--15766 15759 experimental broadening, the discrete lines were convoluted with Gaussian functions of 0.2 eV width at half-maximum. The final spectrum was obtained by averaging the convoluted spectra of 9024 oxygen atoms from 141 AIMD snapshots separated by 500 fs (i.e. 64 oxygen atoms were randomly selected in each snapshot).
4.2.2 Electronic asymmetry and its origins. Two-body delocalization energy components DE x-y defined in eqn (12) are the main focus of this study. Each of these terms provide an accurate measure of the perturbation of orbitals localized on a molecule by donor or acceptor interactions with a single neighbour in the bulk system. The donor-acceptor energies are calculated to include cooperativity effects, which are essential for a correct description of the HB network. 42, 208, 209 Furthermore, the two-body terms are natural local descriptors of intermolecular bonding, which allowed us to analyse the molecular network in liquid water without introducing any arbitrary definitions of a HB. 210 The electron delocalization energy per molecule DE C can be analysed by neglecting the small higher order relaxation term DE HO (Fig. 13 ) and by considering each water molecule either as a donor or as an acceptor:
where C stands for the central molecule and N for its neighbours. It is important to emphasise that the terms donor and acceptor are used here to describe the role of a molecule in the transfer of the electron density. This is opposite to the labelling used for a donor and an acceptor of hydrogen in a HB. Fig. 13 shows contributions of the five strongest donoracceptor interactions to the average delocalization energy of a molecule hDE C i. Brackets hÁ Á Ái denote averages over all central molecules and AIMD snapshots, which were obtained by performing ALMO EDA for 701 AIMD snapshots separated by 100 fs each (i.e. 89 728 molecular configurations). Fig. 13 demonstrates that electron delocalization is dominated by two strong interactions, which together are responsible for B93% of the delocalization energy of a single molecule. The third and the fourth strongest donor (acceptor) interactions contribute B5% and correspond to back-donation of electrons to (from) the remaining two first-shell neighbours (i.e. there is non-negligible delocalization from a typical acceptor to a typical donor). The remaining B2% correspond to the delocalization energy to (from) the second and more distant coordination shells.
Comparison of the strengths of the first and second strongest donor-acceptor interactions (B25 kJ mol À1 and B12 kJ mol À1 , respectively) with that in the water dimer (B9 kJ mol À1 ) suggests that each water molecule can be considered to form, on average, two donor and two acceptor bonds. Substantial difference in the strengths of the first and second strongest interactions implies that a large fraction of water molecules experience a significant asymmetry in their local environment. The asymmetry of the two strongest donor contacts of a molecule can be characterised by a dimensionless asymmetry parameter
An equivalent parameter U A can be used for the two strongest acceptor contacts. The asymmetry parameter is zero if the two contacts are equally strong and equals one if the second contact does not exist. The probability distribution of molecules according to their U-parameters is shown in Fig. 14 together with the lines separating the molecules into four groups of equal sizes with different asymmetry. The shape of the distribution demonstrates that most molecules form highly asymmetric donor or acceptor contacts at any instance of time. The line at U E 0.5, for example, indicates that for B75% of molecules either U A or U D is more than 0.5, which means that the strongest donor or acceptor contact is at least two times stronger than the second strongest for these molecules. Furthermore, the peak in the region of high U in Fig. 14 indicates the presence of molecules with significantly distorted or even broken HBs.
Comparison of the configurations of donor-acceptor pairs involved in the first and second strongest interactions reveals the geometric origins of the asymmetry. It has been found that the strength of the interaction is greatly affected by the intermolecular distance R d(O D À O A ) and the HB angle b +O D O A H, while the other geometric parameters have only a minor influence on DE D-A . The strongly overlapping distributions in Fig. 15 suggest that some second strongest interactions have the same energetic and geometric characteristics as the strongest contacts. This implies that the electronic asymmetry observed cannot be attributed to the presence of two distinct types of HBs -weak and strong. It is, rather, a result of continuous deformations of a typical bond. Another important conclusion that can be made from the distributions in Fig. 15 is that relatively small variations of the intermolecular distance (R B 0.2 Å) and HB angle (b B 5-101) entails remarkable changes in the strength and electronic structure of HBs. Analysis of the structure of the molecular chains defined by the first strongest bonds (i.e. one donor and one acceptor for each molecule) shows that their directions are random, without any long-range order (i.e. rings, spirals or zigzags) on the length scale of the simulation box (B15 Å).
The slow decay of the distribution tails ( Fig. 15 ) implies that it is difficult to quantify the concentration of single-donor and single-acceptor molecules in the liquid because defining such configurations using a distance, angle or energy cutoff is an unavoidably arbitrary procedure. A quantitative analysis of the HB network, which was performed in the previous section, shows that, according to the commonly used geometric definitions of HBs, 2, 136, 137 the structure of water is distorted tetrahedrally with only a small fraction of broken bonds. However, the results presented in Fig. 15 indicate that geometric criteria cannot fully characterise the dramatic effect of distortions on the local electronic structure and donor-acceptor interactions of water molecules.
It is important to note that some second strongest interactions are weakened by distortions to such an extent that backdonation to (from) a nearby donor (acceptor) becomes the second strongest interaction. Such configurations can be clearly distinguished by the large-angle peak in Fig. 15C (the region of the 10-fold magnification). They account for B6-7% of all configurations and are responsible for the low-energy peak in the distribution of DE D-A (filled blue areas in Fig. 15 ) and for the high-U peak in Fig. 14. 4.2.3 Relaxation of the instantaneous asymmetry. The overlapping distributions in Fig. 15 suggest that, despite the difference in the strength of the donor-acceptor contacts, their nature is similar and the strongest interacting pair can become the second strongest in the process of thermal motion and vice versa. To estimate the time scale of this process, it is necessary to examine how the average energy of the first two strongest interactions fluctuates in time. The instantaneous values at time t (solid lines in Fig. 16A) were calculated using the ALMO EDA terms for 3501 snapshots separated by 20 fs (448, 128 local configurations) by averaging over time origins t separated by 100 fs and over all surviving triples:
where M(t,t) is the number of triples that survived from time t to t + t. A triple is considered to survive a specified time interval if the central molecule has the same two strongestinteracting neighbours in all snapshots in this interval. Fig. 16A shows that the strength of the first two strongest interactions oscillates rapidly and after B80 fs from an arbitrarily chosen time origin, the first strongest interaction becomes slightly weaker than the second strongest (note that first and second refer to their order at t = 0). The amplitude of the oscillations decreases and the strengths of both interactions approach the average value of B20 kJ mol À1 on the timescale of hundreds of femtoseconds. The decay of the oscillations indicates fast decorrelation of the time-separated instantaneous values because of the strong coupling of a selected pair of molecules with its surroundings. In other words, although the energy of a particular HB fluctuates around its average value with a never-decreasing amplitude, this bond has approximately equal chances of becoming weak or strong after a certain period of time independently of its strength at t = 0. This effect is due to the noise introduced by the environment and can be observed in ultrafast infrared spectroscopy experiments. 173 The time averages shown in Fig. 16 are physically meaningful and can be calculated accurately only for the time intervals that are shorter than the average lifetime of a HB t HB E 5-7 ps, as shown in the previous section. 110, 136 The small residual asymmetry that is still present after 500 fs (Fig. 16A) is an indication of the slow non-exponential relaxation behaviour that characterises the kinetics of many processes in liquid water. 136 In addition to the instantaneous values of DE D-A at time t, the dashed lines in Fig. 16A show the corresponding averages over time t. These values were calculated by averaging over time origins t, all snapshots lying in the time interval from t to t + t and over all surviving triples:
Mðt; tÞ 
Time-averages hA(t)i* are related to the instantaneous values hA(t)i by the following equation:
where equality holds if all triples survive over time t. The dashed lines in Fig. 16A show that any neighbourinduced asymmetry in the electronic structure of a water molecule can be observed only with an experimental probe with a time-resolution of tens of femtoseconds or less. On longer timescales, the asymmetry is destroyed by the thermal motion of molecules and only the average symmetric structures can be observed in experiments with low temporal resolution.
An examination of the time dependence of all two-body and some three-body geometric parameters that characterise the relative motion of molecules reveals the mechanism of the relaxation. Similar shapes of the curves in Fig. 16A and B shows that the relaxation of the asymmetry is primarily caused by lowfrequency vibrations of the molecules relative to each other. The minor differences in the behaviour of the curves, in particular at 80 fs, indicate that the relaxation of the asymmetry is also influenced by some other degrees of freedom. The temporal changes in the HB angles towards the average value ( Fig. 16C) show that librations of molecules play this minor role in the relaxation process.
The kinetics and mechanism of the asymmetry relaxation presented here are supported by data from ultrafast infrared spectroscopy, which can directly observe intermolecular oscillations with a period of 170 fs. 173 They are also in agreement with the theoretical work of Fernandez-Serra et al., who have used the Mulliken bond order parameter to characterise the connectivity and dynamical processes in the HB network of liquid water. 191 4.2.4 X-ray absorption signatures of asymmetric structures. The time behaviour described above implies that the instantaneous asymmetry can, in principle, be detected by X-ray spectroscopy, which has temporal resolution of several femtoseconds and is highly sensitive to perturbations in the electronic structure of molecules. 2, 183 To identify possible relationships between the spectroscopic features and asymmetry, the XA spectrum of liquid water is calculated at the oxygen K-edge. Although the employed computational approach overestimates the intensities in the post-edge part of the spectrum and underestimates the pre-edge peak and overall spectral width, 204 it provides an accurate description of the core-level excitation processes and semi-quantitatively reproduces the main features of the experimentally measured spectra (Fig. 17A) .
The localized nature of the 1s core orbitals allows the disentanglement of spectral contributions from molecules with different asymmetry. To this end, all molecules are separated into four groups according to the asymmetry of their donor and acceptor environments, as shown in Fig. 14. Choosing boundaries at U E 1 2 , 2 3 , 5 6 distributes all molecules into four groups of approximately equal sizes (i.e. 25 AE 2%). Fig. 17B shows four XA spectra obtained by averaging the individual contributions of molecules in each group. It reveals that molecules in the symmetric environment exhibit strong post-edge peaks, while molecules with a high asymmetry in their environment are characterised by the amplified absorption in the pre-edge region. Furthermore, the relationship between the asymmetry and absorption intensity is non-uniform: the pre-edge peak is dramatically increased in the spectrum for the 25% of molecules in the most asymmetric group, for which the first strongest interaction is more than six times stronger than the second. As a consequence, the pre-edge feature of the calculated XA is dominated by the contribution of molecules in the highly asymmetric environments (Fig. 17C) .
The pronounced pre-edge peak in the experimentally measured XA spectrum of liquid water has been interpreted as evidence for its ''rings and chains'' structure, where B80% of molecules have two broken HBs. 2, 182 The results presented here suggest that this feature of the XA spectrum can be explained by the presence of a smaller fraction of water molecules with high instantaneous asymmetry. Although the employed XA modelling methodology does not allow the precise estimation of the size of this fraction, this conclusion is consistent with that of recent theoretical studies at an even higher level of theory, which have demonstrated that the main features of the experimental XA spectra can be reproduced in simulations based on conventional nearly-tetrahedral models. 194, 211 Thus, the presented application of ALMO EDA to liquid water complements the previous results by revealing an interesting and important connection between relatively small geometric perturbations in the hydrogen-bond network, the large asymmetry in the electronic ground state and the XA spectral signatures of the coreexcitation processes. 4.2.5 Summary. The main findings of our investigation of local donor-acceptor interactions of water molecules with their neighbours in the liquid phase are as follows:
The strength of donor-acceptor interactions suggests that each molecule in liquid water under ambient conditions forms, on average, two donor and two acceptor bonds.
Even small thermal distortions in the tetrahedral HB network induce a significant asymmetry in the strength of the contacts causing one of the two donor (acceptor) interactions to become, at any instance of time, substantially stronger than the other. Thus, the instantaneous structure of water is strongly asymmetric only according to the electronic criteria, not the geometric one.
Intermolecular vibrations and librations of OH groups of HBs result in the relaxation of the instantaneous asymmetry on the timescale of hundreds of femtoseconds.
The pronounced pre-edge peak observed in the XA spectra of liquid water can be attributed to molecules in asymmetric environments created by instantaneous distortions in the fluctuating but on average symmetric HB network.
Conclusion
The development of second-generation CPMD 14 and ALMO EDA 47, 200 is an important methodological achievement that had been instrumental in modeling water clusters and liquid water. Furthermore, the combination of these two new techniques allows to gain additional insights into the electronic origins of structure, behaviour and properties of liquid water, which eventually lead to the reconciliation of the two existing and seemingly opposite models -the traditional symmetric and the recently proposed asymmetric. Such insights represent an important step towards a better understanding of one of the most important liquids on Earth. 
